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I. Introduction 

In contrast with the very extensive utilization of x-rays, y-rays, 

and electrons in medical radiology and radiobiology, the use of heavy par

tides has been limited to a few isolated groups of investigators. Heavy 

particles have many potential applications to biology and medicine, however, 

since they have physical properties that permit the use of improved tech-

" niques in radiotherapy and they provide unique experimental conditions for 

.. 

radiobiological studies. 

Two main reasons for interest in the biological application of,heavy 

particles lie in their scattering properties and in the ionization pattern of 

their tracks. Since protons are some 2000 times as heavy as electrons, • 

the angle of scattering in a given collision is reduced by about the same 

ratio. Hence heavy particles general~y produce a more sharply defined 

beam than electrons of comparable velocity, and undesirable side scatter

ing can be reduced to a minimum. Absorption of heavy-particle beams and 

shaping of the radiation field may also be accomplished with greater ease 
' than f'ith ~-rays or with y-rays, since the particles have a definite range 

of penetration instead of following the exponential absorption law. Heavy 

particles can produce very dense ionization tracks in tissue; hence, they 

give biological effects that are in many cases qualitatively and quantitatively 

different from those produced by electrons, x-rays and y-rays. 

Biological experiments have been performed with protons, deuterons, 

alpha particles, carbon ions, fission recoils, and heavy cosmic ray primaries. 

Some of the methods by which the particles have been obtained are listed 

below. Van de Graaff machines have been used to furnish protons in the en

ergy region of 1 to 10 Mev (90). Small cyclotrons have been_ us,ed to accel

erate protons, deuterons, alpha particles, and carbon ions when penetration 

of a fraction of a millimeter into biological material is sufficient (56, 61, 62). 

Frequency-modulated cyclotrons have been used to supply particles which 

penetrate several inches in soft tissue {72). For high-intensity multiply

charged particles or ions, a linear accelerator, possibly combined with a 

cyclotron, may be suitable in the future (74). Heavy cosmic-ray primaries 

have been available for biological experimentation through the use of high

altitude balloon flights (67), while fission fragments and light (Li, He) nuclear 

recoils have been produced in the animal body by neutrons after incorporation 
' 

of uranium, lithium, or boron into the tissue of the subject (71, 46, 27). 
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The usual a.~particle souJ:ce for. treating very thin layers of biological ma

terial is _a thin electroplated film of Po2 10 (91). 

11. Physical Properties of Hea':'Y Charged Particles ·-· :.~--.- ___ ~. 

The actual dose delivered to a complex biological specimen is com

puted from a knowledge of the interaction of charged particles with the ma-
' 

terial they traverse. These interactions are reviewed briefly before their 

application to specific dosimetry problems is considered. (See also Chapter 

2, Section IV.} For a n1ore detaUed discussion of these basic properties 

the reader is referred to the excellent reviews on the subject (8, 2.).,. 
' 

A. Energy Loss 

In its passage through material, an ionizing particle is char.~cterized 

by the amount of energy it loses per unit length of path traversed. This is 

called the rate of energy loaa, the lineal energy transfer (LET), or the stopping 

power, and it is dependent on the charge and velocity of the ineidbnt particle 
. . 

as well as on the nature of the stop~ing material. 

The average energy loil}f>~ em path is given by the well-known 

relations 

4 2 cUt 4 'If e z N'~~~ 
.. QX" = m;z u' 

and 

{ 2 mv
2 

2 2} B = Z 1n I - ln ( 1 - l3 ) - ~ • . ( 2.) 

where N is the number of atoms per cubic centh:neter of the stopping ma

terial, Z is the atomic number of the material, m and e are the mass and 

charge of the electron, ze is the charge of the inctdent particle, f' = v /c 

(where vis the velocity of the incident particle and e the velocity of light), 

and I is the average excitation potential for the stopping material and is 

usually determined empirically. For nonrelativiatic energies. ~ = 0, and 

the term for B can be simplified to 
z 

B:::: Z ln 2 m{ • (Za) 

The dimensionless term B is called the "stopping number" of the 

material. Equation 1 for the rate of energy loss is valid only il the velocity 
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2 
vis high enough, v ~ T, so that the particle does not pick up electrons in 

its passage through matter. Here 'b is f?lanck's constant divided by Z 11'. In 

general, empirical results must be used for velocities correeponding to pro

tons of energy less than a few Mev. At low particle velocities there is no 

adequate theory for the effects of nuclear collisions and charge pickup. Even 

at intern1ecliate velocities, corrections for shielding of the. imler electrons 

are important. 

The rate of energy loss may be expressed in terms of energy loss . z 
per gram per em of absorbing n1aterial. This ia called the mass stopping 

power a , and is just 
m 

( 3) 

where p is the density of the material. The quantity cr is independent of 
rn 3 

the density of the stopping material, since the number of atoms per em in 

Eq. 1 is 

( 4) 

where N
0 

ie Avogadro's nutnber, and A is the atomic weight of the stopping 

material. 

The rate of energy loss may also be expressed as atomic stopping 

power, u A' or stopping power per atom, and as electronic stopping power 

u , which is frequently given in units of ev crn2 per electron. In this case, e 
dE . No P 

.. Cli":::: u e NZ = u e -r Z (5) 

Theoretical c;urves for the mass stopping powers of protons in water, nitro

gen, aluminum, and argon are given in Fig. 1. (For protons in carbon,. 

aluminum and air see Chapter 2, Table XII.) The values for aluminum are . 
those of Smith, ( 68) the nitrogen and argon values are from Aron, Hoffman, 

and Williams ( 5), and the values for water are those oJ. Rich and Madey. (58) 

Curves !or other absorbers may be found in these references. In these cal

culations I is assumed to be 17. S ev for hydrogen and 11. S Z for other 

elements. '!'he average excitation potential may ·actually be a function of 

particle velocity, and appreciably different from the valuea·assumed here. ( 2, 

49) The resultant corrections to the stopping power. however, are only a 

few percent for energies above 10-Mev. 
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From Eq. 1 it can be seen that the ratio of the rates of energy 'loss 

by two particles of different chatge number, z 1 and z 2, but traveling with the 

same velocity v through the satrJe material, is 

(~t "1
2 

f<l:E_.) = ~' 
\dx 2 2 

(6) 

Hence the rate of energy loss of other particles can be inferred from the 
2 .·· 

proton curves by the use of the appropriate z factor in the re91.on of validity 

of Eq. 1. 

B. Relative StopPing Powers 

1. ~t~eping power of elements. 

It can be seen from Eqs. 1 and 2a that i£ two -particles of the same 

velocity and charge pass through different materials, their ratee of energy 

loss per atom are ; proportional to._. ;··::. the stopping numbers of the two 

materials. The relative atomic stopping power S 1s defined by :.the ratio, 

B1 z1 (In 2 mv
2 - An t 1) 

s =r::: 2 • • 
A 2 Z 2 ( f n 2 nw .. ,4n 12) 

( 7) 

where the sub~acripts refer to the tw~ materials. 

The relative electronic stopping power S e is the ratio of the electronic 

stopping powers o£ the two materials. 

( 8) 

The stopping powers of two substances may be compared independ ... 

ently of their densities by considering the relative mass stopping power, Sm: 

5m. ~ • ~. z1 A 2 ~4n ~ mv:- In 111 . 

-(p ax)z -J: Zz A1 (,~ Z mv - tn t2) 
2 

(9) 

We are comparing here the stopping powers of two different sube.tances for 

an incident particle of the same charge and velocity. It is evident that the 
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~ela.tive stopping power is a function of this velocity, and ita value must be 

chosen for the particular particle 'velocity under consideration. For the ma

terials used in Fig. 1 the relative mass stopping power for any proton e~ergy 

can be obtained by taking the ratio of the rates of energy loss in the two ma

terials at that energy. 

a .. Stopping power of COmf?!unds 

According to Bragg•a rule of additivity, the stopping power of a com

pound i.e obtained by adding up the contributions from the individual atoms 

that comprise the compound. This method neglect a any effects of the elec

tronic binding in the molecular compound. Actually,. tb_e average excitation 

potential of an atom may be changed by several percent 'W'hen it is bound in 

a molecule. Because this excitation potenti~ appears in a logarithn-.ic term 

in Eq. 2, however, the reeultant change in the stopping power of the compound 

is small. Careful experiment• by Thompson (70) indicate that the large·at 

effects of molecular bi.nding occur m hydrogen, aa predicted by theory. Hie 

maximum. observed deviation from the additivity rule waa 20/o, and it decreased 

rapidl:y with increasing atomic number. Since in biological material only a 

small fraction of the energy loss is d\le to hydrogen, and the stopp~g powers 

are known only to an accuracy of a few percent, the small deviations from 

the additivity rule are not significant. Even at low energies, recent meas

urements with water (22) show agreement within a few percent with the stopping 

power calculated by the additivity rule. 

Some question has been raised whether the stopping power of w~ter 

is different for tb~ vapor, liquid, and solid states. (55)' Recent work bl4~catea 

no change, within the experimflntal error.(24, 25) We are not considering 

here the density effect that begins at rela.tivt.atlc energies.(&) 
th . ,. 

If o.i is the fraction by weight of the t.: ;;;;el-ement; in. the· c.ompdwld, 

and Ni is the number of atoms of the ith ele.ment p-er ~m3 of the compound, 

then 

N a.. p 
0 1 

N 1 = A •, (10) 
i 

where A1 is the atomic weight C:t the ith element, N
0 

is Avogadro's nurnber, 

and p i8 the density of .the compound. Then Bragg's additivity rule s.tates 

that 

( 11) 
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U we consider the relative mass stopping power of a. compound compared to 

a standard substance, 

(12) 

or 

s :: Ei Gt s . . m m 1 
( 13) 

'th 
where Sm is the relative mass stopping power of the i element compared 

i 
to the same standard substance. 

By using Eqs; 5, 9, and 10, we can obtain the relative mass stopping 

power of the compound from the relative electronic stopping powers Se.: of 
. 1 

the elements in the compound, and 

Z e~. s z1 o.i \i. i 1 ei 
z:i Ai Ei Ai 

Sm = \ "f} standard = {f} standard . 
(14) 

The same result is obtained by using in Eqs. 1 and 2 an effective 

atomic number Zeff and effective excitaticm potentiallefC where 

E
1
N

1 
z1 ln .. I. 

ln lef£ = NZeff 1 ( 15) 

and 

.. (16) 

Calculations based on the composition given by Lea ( 47) for soft 

tissue (lOo/o hydrogen, llo/o carbon, 4% nitrogen, 73o/o oxygen, 0. 1% sodium, 

0. 04o/o magnesium, 0. Zo/o phosphorus, 0. Zo/o sulfur, 0. 1% chlorine, 0. 35o/o 

potaseium, 0. 01% calcium) give an effective excitation potential, leff' for 

tissue of 66.2 ev (48) almost equal to that of water, which is 66.0 ev (58). 

The effective number of electrons per gram of tissue, however,. is 1% leas 

than lor water. Hence at all particle energies the curve for water in Fig. 1 

can be used for Lea• s tissue by subtracting lo/o. The computed relative mas a 

stopping power of tissue compared to nitrogen is shown in Fig. 2. 
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C. Specific Ionization 

The specific ionization of a particle is defined as the number of ion 

pairs formed in a gas per unit track length. It is related to the rate of en

ergy loss or stopping power of the gas by the constant W,. which is the average 

e11ergy expended per ion pair formed: 

'£' . . t' dE;w spe.ct 1c tontza 1on = dx ·. ( 17) 

The value of W is not very different for different ga'ses, but it ia an impor

tant constant, since any dose detcrrnination made from ionization-chambei 

measurements is directly dependent on the value. The review by Binks (9) 

shows the inconsistencies in experimental determinations of W made up to 
' . 

19 53, but recent results show greater consiGtency (44}. For the noble gases 

and hydrogen, W is independent of the velocity of the incident particle ( 41). 

In all these gases except argon, however, its value may be changed dras

tically ~y th~ presence of small amount:; of common: impurities (42 ). In 

fact, thle addition of a suitably chosen impurity to any gas will increase the· 

number of ion pairs formed for the sarr,e energy transfer, and hence will 

lower the apparent value of W, if the ionization potential o£ the impurity 

gas lies below th'e lowest metaBtable state of the original gas ('43). Argon 

has usually given consistent values of W (2.6,4 ev per il">n pair--See Fig~ 3) 

with only moderate purification becaul;e the energy of its lowest meta,stable 

state lies below the ionization potentials of the common impurities such as 

~xygen and nitrogen ( 17, 43). 

-The value of W in air, nitrogen, oxygen, carbon dioxide, and variou.s 

hy(lrocarbcns i.~-found to incl:·ease with decreasing particle velocity, for 

velocities corresponding to protons below 2 Mev (34, 45). Above the velocity 
~·~;;-h . \ 

of 2 -Mev protons the value of W for heavy particles appear-s to be the same 

"' as that for fast electrons, i.e, 1 34,0 eV per lull pair lll air, and 34.9 CV per 

ion pair in nitrogen ( 6, 44, 45, 54, 84), alth¢ugh there is still not complete 

'4. agreement 6n the value of W in air (J). For lower velocities, the values cal-

~-

culated 'by Gray {34) for air are givon in Fig. 3. Here W for· nitrogen is 

plotted us i11g Gray1 s correction factor for air. It is advantageous that in this 

group of gases extreme purification is n'Jt so important· as in the noble gases 

-and hydrogen. For values of W in n-.any aifferent gases the reader is referred 

to Jesse and Sadauskis (45). 
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D. Elastic Scattering 

An initially monoenergetic and parallel beam of particle& ie modi..: 

fied as it passes through an absorbing material.because of elastic and in

elastic scattering of the particles by the absorbing nuclei. First, the beam 

gradually increases in width and the particle trajectories do not stay exactly 

parallel. This is primarily due to numerous elastic collisions involving small 

angles of deflection. Second, the number of particles in the beam gradually 

decreases as particles are absorbed and scattered out of the beam by large 

angles of defle~tion. This ie caused predominantly by inelastic scattering 

(see below). Elastic scattering due to nuclear forces also contributes to . 
these effects ( 19), but, for charged particles and absorbers heavie.r than 

hydrogen, elastic nuclear scattering is less important than either Coulomb 

scattering or inelastic nuclear scattering. 

If the total kinetic energy of the particles participating in the col .. 

lision remains unchanged in the process, the scattering ia called elastic. 

Elastic scattering due to Coulomb forces can be calculated from the well· 

known Rutherford equations. Except for rare single colliaiona involving 

large angles, Cou.lom~ scattering results in a series of small-angle .deflections 

~own as multiple scattering. The elementary theory for multiple scatter-

ing treats the case when the absorber is thick enough ao that there are many 

collisions. and thin enough so that there is not appreciable energy loss by 

the particle (8, Z8). In this case the angular di•tri})ution of emergent par-.. 
ticles is approximately Gaussian, with a mean-square angle of deflection, 
7 . 

- 2 8w N Z(Z+l) z2e4 9 
8 .. - o t.~ max 

::: •P I ~ ~ P1 8 • 
Ap v min 

(18) 

The distribution of projected angles is also approximately Oauasian, with 

a mean..:equare deviation Ju•t half that for the spatial distribution. Here t 

is the thickness of absorber in em, and pis the momentum of the incident 

particle. The minimum angle of scattering, 9min' is determiD.ed by the 

shielding of the nucleus by the atomic electrons, whereas the maximum 

angle 8 differs according to the theory applicable in the particular case. max ,. 
In most instances the log factor lie& between 5 and 10. For example, when 

100-Mev protons traverse 2 g/cm2 of aluminum, the root-mean-square artgular 

deflection is 1. 4°. 

,. 
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Since vp is proportional to the kinetic energy of the incident particle, 

the variation of angular deflection for particles passing thrO\lgh equal thick

nesses of material in g/cm
2 is roughly 

F, -~- . z£ (19) 1 tr vp kiiietic :energy 

and is independent of the mass of the particle. .As before, z and Z are atond.c 

numbers of incident and absor'bing nuclei, respectively. For the same kinetic 

energy, a lighter particle has a longer range, and hence undergoes more : 

scattering before the end of its range. · 
1 

· 

The radial spread of a particle beam in passing through an absorber 

is also approximately Gaussian, and ia closely related to the angular a'pre~d. 
f' 

As the beam of particles emer,es frotrJ an absorber o£ thickness t em, the 

mean-square radial distance r from the center of the beam ia . 

rT = t 6i t
2 

, ,(ZO) 

where ~is in radians. Note that the radial distribution is dependent on 

~e density of the material. For the same mean-square angle of deflection, 

the radial spread of the bearn increaset linearly with the distance traveled .• 

Thus for the same angular distribution, the radial spread is greater for leas 

condensed materials. The factor pf 1/3 cQmee from averaging the eontribu· 

tiona to the scattering from all depth.a of the absorber. If the increase in lat

eral spread is calculated for the beam after it emerges from an abeorber, . 

the factor of 1/3 is omitted. Thus for a beam of 100-Mev protons passing 

through Z g/cm2 of aluminum (t : 0. 74 em), Vis only 0. 01 em. If the 

same beam continues in air, however, for 10 em after emerging from the 

absorber, the root-mean-square radial spread is 0. 2.5 em. 

Actually the true distribution in angle of the emergent beam is not 

Gaussian, but has a taU due to less frequent scattering at large angles. 

For a more accurate theory, single scattering and the'intermediate region 

of plural scattering for only a few collisions must be considered. The prob

lem of multiple scattering in thick absorbers, when appreciable energy is 

lost by the particles, may be treated by numerical integratioa.(26) It should 

also be noted that multiple scattering produces a emall but usually negligible 

range shortening and contributes to range etraggling ( 13). 
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E. Inelastic Scattering 

Some of the accelerated particles do not proceed to the ends of their 

ranges, but lose their kineti~ energy or are scattered out of the beam by in

elastic collisions. For example, when 300-Mev protons are stopped in water 

about one-third of the protons are lost from the beam before the end of their 

range. When these inelastic colli~ions occur secondary particles and. at 

higher energies, nuclear stars are produced which modify the dose and the 

quality of the radiation. 

The cross section for ~ela11tic scattering ie negligible for .cha~ged par

ticles with insufiicieut energy to penetrate the Coulomb barrier. In light 

substances this energy is a few Mev pe.r nucleon. At energies only a little 

above the threshold value the cross section for inelastic scattering is not 

easily measured but theory indicate$ that it will'?*e to a. conatant value at 

higher energies ( \2). In the energy region between SO Mev and a few :Bev 

per nucleon the measured total inelastic cross section u ~~-is approximately 

two-thirds the "geometric" area of the absorbing nucleu• (20. 53), or 

·"· s:=: z, Rz 
cr i11Sl J w A • (Zl) 

The nuclear radius RA is given approximately by (19) 

1/3 -13 . 
RA ""A 1. 4 x 10 em, (ZZ) 

where A is the atomic number of the absorber. 

As an example, consider 300-Mev protons passing through. 1 em of 

water. In thie case approximately 0. 9o/o of the protons are lost because of 

inelastic collisions with the oxygen nuclei in the water. There are many dif

ferent reactions that may occur at this energy, but moat of the energy o£ the 

scattered particles is carried outside the beam by fast nuclear fragments. 

On the average about 30 Mev remains in each collision aa excitation of th~ 

residual nucleus (51), and about half of this energy goes into heavily ioniz.ing 

secondaries. The rest escapee chiefly by means of neutron emiesicm. •. The 
dose due to the slow nuclear fragments in the example above turns out to be 

about 1. 7o/o of the dose due to ionization from the primary beam. Similar 

calculations indicate that for energies from 0 to 400 Mev the dose cdntl'ibu

tion from heavy nuclear fragment• produced by inela.s.tic scattering dpes not 

exceed Z%. The biological effect of heavy recoUs may be more im~ortant 

than their dose contribution would indicate, since the heavy recoils may 

have a very high relative biological effectivenees (Zl). 
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F. The Range-Energy Relation 

The range of a particle can be found theoretically by integrating the 

rate o£ energy loss ~om the initial energy E
0 

down to zero energy. In practice, 

however, this integration cannot be carried down to zero, since Eq. 1 is not 

valid at very low energies. 

From Eqs. 1 and 2, the distance .b.R traveled through an absorber 

by a particle of mass M and atomic number z for a decrease in energy from 

E 1 ·to Ez is 

1El dE M m Jvl 
~Rz, M (.E 1 - Ez) ::: ---aE' = :'1' 4 F(v) • 

E - ~ Z 411'e N 
z ~ ~ vz 

-- ~ .. 

(Z3) 

Since the val"e of the integral is dependent only on the velocity~of the particle, 

the ranges of two different particlee passing through the same stopping ma

terial with the same initial velocities are related by 

1\ (v) • :~ (ft't R2 (v) -C. (Z4) 

The constant c, small but not zero, h determined empirically for particles 

of different charge. It takes into account the capture and loss of electrona 

at low velocities. For range differences above this region the constant c 

subtracts out, and a. single range-energy relation is sufficient £or different 

particles in each stopping material. Theoretical range-energy curves for 

protons in water (58), nit.-ogen (5). aluminum (68), and argon (5), are given 

in Figs. 4, S, and 6. These materials are often ueed in absorbers or ion

ization chambers. Curves for other materials can be found in the references. 

For tissue of the composition given by Lea (47) the calculated range is just 

1 o/o longer than in water. The theoretical ranges of protons in carbon, alum

inum, and air are tabulated in Chapter Z, Table Xll. 

G. Straggling and ~he Number-Distance Curve 

The theoretical energy-loss equations describe the average energy 

loss by a particle traversing material. Actually this energy is lost in a 

finite number of collisions, and there are fluctuations both in the energy 

lost per collisionl and in the number of collisions for individual particles 

traversing a given amount of absorber. Hence, there are fluctuations in the 

total ranges of particles of the same initial energy. 



To a first approximation the rang~s of the particles of initial energy 

E
0 

are distributed in a normal or Gaussian fashion &bout the mean range R
0

• 

The &-action of particles with ranges between Rand R + dR is then 

Z/ Z l ·(R-R0 ! ZAR 
p(R) dR = e dR , (25) 

~ 2'1T Aj{· 
where A~ is the mean square fluctuation in range. For velocities correspond .. 

ing to protons above a few Mev, the mean .. aquare fluctuation in range is 

given by the expression (60, 49) 

JE o 4 z ( 1 .. (az) 
~ Z = (R _ R )z = 4 v e z NZ T dE • (Zo) 

R o o (dE) 3 ( 1 - '2) . 
\ax ·. 

Equations 1 and Z' show that for particles of different masses. M1 f.A.nd M2, 

but of the same initial velocity, passing through the same material, the strag

gling parameters A~ are related by 

Al. 4 
Rl Ml zz 

. :r-= 'M7,. . (1.7) 
:4R Z z 1 

If we tlefine the fractional strag:Ung a.fil, anti neglect the constant in 

Eq •. ~4. we see that the fractional straggling for particles of the same velocity 

is independent of charge and varies inversely with the. square root of the mass 

of the particle: 

(Z8) 

The fractional straggling varies slowly as a function of initial particle velocity, 
' and it is not very different for different materials. Calculations. have been 

made by SymoJ 6~~) and by Caldwell (18). 

In actual experiments the quantity measured is usually not the dif

ferential distribution of particle ranges, but rather the number-distance 

eurve, or integral range curve. This meaeu.u:ement may be made by determ

ining the nux F of particles traversing an absorber &a a function of the absorber 



thickness ~. Figure 7 shows a typical number-diBtance curve obtained from 

Faraday-cup measurements with 190-Mev deuterons. For low-energy particles, 

which are stopped only by energy 1oss through ionization, the number-distance 

cer..ve remains constant from zero ab•orber to a thickness almost equal to 

the mean range of the particles. At high energies, however, particles are 

lost from the beam by inelastic scattering, and the. number-distance curve 

has a finite slope £!'·.c ... ,,; . . ·· ' ·... ·' ·· ·~... An estimate cf 

the inelastic scattering eros s section u i can be obtained from this elope (5:3). 

Thus, 

(29) 

where F is the flux of particles, xis the absorber thickness in ctn,' and N 
3 • 

is the number of atoms per em of the absorber. The mean range R
0 

of 

the particles can be obtained from Fig. 7 by considering the final section 

of the curve, where the distribution in ranges is approximately Gaussian. 

For beams o! low energy and low intensity, the inetrwnent used to 

measure the nwnber-distance curve h often an ionization chamber or counter 

with. associated electronic equipment, which is sensitive only to particles 

with a certain minimum residual range r 1. This range corresponds to the 

minimum energy that the particle must expend in the measuring instrument 

in brde~ to be counted. The ionization chamber measures all particles with 

ranges greater than x + r 1, where x h the distance traveled through the 

absorber. Then 

P(x) = 1<0 p(R} dR 

x+r 1 

(30) 

For a group of particles initially homogeneous in energy, Bethe and Asbkin 

have shown that the shape of the nwnber·distance curve is independent of 

the valu.e of r 1• The mean range R
0 

is equal to the value of x .+ r 1 for which 

half the particles are counted. 

Often the quantity measured is the extrapolated number-distance 

range. Rext' obtained by drawing the tangent to the nwnber-distance curve 

at the point of steepest slope. Then 

(31) 
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The above relati~;m. is valid only for a Oao.tssian distribution in ranges. If · ! :: 

the initial particle bea.rn has a known inhomogeneity in energy, the s~pe_~ of. 

the number-distance curve can be calc)llated. In the special case where th~ 

initial energy distrihution is approximately Gaussian, the superposition c;f ~-~·d .· 
several Gaussian distributions gives ta final G_a.ussian with mean-squar& de.,..' 

""' . . . 'I • 

viati9ii equal to the sum o€ the iadividu~l mea.n-sq~e deyiatiotls. Thus the· r" -~ 

obs.erved fluctuati<:>~ in ra.h.ge results from th~ e~er~y sp.r~~d of :the ori~;inal ,; f. ' 
'._ ' '-' . ... I ". 

~ · beatri·;. t:!le inherent ~a.nge straggling caused by etatie.tical fiu.ctuatio~s in the_.,.··.,.. 

'en~tgy loss as described by Eq. 26,. and t~e stt:aggHng inti"'?dU;Ced by multipl:e 

stnall .angle,scattering wltich~~~uses so1.~ particles to travel 'g1ot·e ci.rcuit(ms . " ~ ). 

paths than others (Section .II D): . ·. . ., ' · 

2 6.2 ' + D.2. z . . . . . . . . 
~.It obse.rved= R' energy spread R straggling+ 6 R multiple. scattering .. ~ , .; , '··"" 

(32.) 
. In· many cas esg the inhomogerte~tY: in. ioitia.l energy of the beatn can be estimated. 

by comparing the obser'ved ~umber~diRtance curve with the curve e::;.,..-pected 

from inherent range straggling. Caution should be used in~ measurements 
. . 

involving particles in the energy. region o! 100 Mev and ;;£bcwe~ hoWeverr 

si~ce their rafige distribution is not exactly Gaussian (18; 52). 

a. '1; ~e Bragg Ionization furve 
( 

A Bragg curve is -a plot of the relative specific ionization of a col

lirnateii beam of particles as a function of tbe thickness of a.bsol'ber that .the .,. 

beam haa traversed. It can be obtained e:%perimentally by taking the ratio 

of current from two ionization cham.bers one of which is placed before and 

the other after a variable absorber, as shown in Fig. 8. 1\. typical Bragg ~ 
, .. 

curve for 190-Mev deuteroqs is shown in lfig. 7. Since the rate of energy 

loss of a particle increases with decreasing particle velocity until it roaches a 

ma':i1JUrn ,near the end of its path, the Bragg curve rises with increasing ab

sorber thickness and reaches a peak near the mean range of the particles. 

The Bragg curve should be distinguished from the iot'lization curve for an 

individual particle. Range strafglihg due to statistical fluctuations in energy 

loss as well as to multiple elastic scattering and inelastic scattering at 

high energies cause the Bragg curve to have a lCJwer and wider p(3ak than the 

single-particle ionization curve. Since the amount of straggling increases 

almost linearly with the thickness of absorber, the sharpest peaks are ob

tained from monoenergetic beams of low ~nergy. As the energy is increased, 

more absorber is needed to bring the particles to restp and the effects of 

straggling are increased. 

A Bragg curve can be constructed mctthematically from the t:~eoretical 

ranee strageline d.istribution curve and the !:lingle-particle ioni~ation curve. 

,·. 

,. 
,, .. 

·i: 

.. 
·'' ... ';;-:: 

., .. 

. -' '. 
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By a comparison of the observed Bragg curve with the calculated one, the 

initial energy spread .of a beam can be estimated (SZ). The mean range of 

the particles can also be obtained from the Bragg curve (5Z, 37), but the point 

on the curve that corresponds to the mean range is different for beams of 

different initial energy. 

In practice the shape of the obaervecl Bragg curve may also .be 

infiuenced by the geometry of the collimating eqaipment, sioc::e the beam may 

contain low-eneriY particles scattered from the inaide surfaces o£ the col

Umator. In addition, even i€.1.tbe particle trajectorlee are irAially parallel, 

scattering in the abaorbing material cause • the beam to spread as it approaches 

the end of its range. For the irradiation of small targets it may be neces~.ary 

to know the relative ionization in the central portion of the beam. Then th~ 

collection area of the ionisation chamber shoulcl be limited to the central 

area of the beam, and a Bragg curve ie observed of eUghtly different ahape 

from the conventional Braag curve obtaiaed. with a collection area larger ' 

than the cross section of the beam. 

For an adequate description ol the beam in three dimensions .a series 

of ieQdose surfaces is necessary. Figure 9 shows a typical set of i8'odose 

surfaces for a 190-Mev deuteron beam of circar cross se~tiouln lucite. 

The number on each isodose curve gives the dose compared with the surface 

dose. Methods £or obtaining these curves are dbeussed ln Sectio~. J.il-1 .. c:·,.,tl F. 
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Ill. Dose Meas\uement 

There are two basic approaches to the problem of measuring the dose 

delivered to a target by a beam of nuclear particles. The first a.pproach is 

based on measlll'ement of the energy transferred by the beam to a test body 

and conversion of this quantity to the energy lost in the target. The second 

method consists o! measurement of the number of particles per unit area in 

the beam, which, together with the rate of energy loss of each particle, can 

be used to calculate the total energy lost in the target. Instruments used for · • 

the first approach include calorimeters, chemical dosimeters, ionization 

chambers, photographic film, scintillation detectors, and crystal detectors· 

such ae AgCl or CdS. The quantity measured· -for instance calories, elec·..: 

tric current, optical density, etc.- -h converted to energy loss in the teet, 

body by a factor appropriate to each instrwnent. The act~ dose ~o the ta.J;

get is then calculated by multiplying that energy loss by the relative masS' .' 

stopping power of the target material in comparison with the material of the 

measuring instrwnent. Instruments u~.ed to determine the number of p~ti

cles in the beam are Faraday cupe, particle coUDters, and activation dosim

eters. The dose is calculated from the number of particles per Wlit area in. 
' the beam and the stopping power of the. target-material for these particles. 

Only the methods most !requently used ior dosimetry with heavy-particle 

beams are described here. 

The measurement of dose is not complete unless the distribution of 

dose throughout the target is known. When only a thin iayer of material is 

irradiated, it is necessary to know the_ beam profile, which is the dose dis .. 

tribution or flwc ... density di.striblltion in a plane perpendicular to the direction 

of the beam. ln many applications it is necessary to know the dose distribu

tion in three dimensions. This information can be obtained by combining a 

series of beam profiles taken at different depths in the target or in a phantom 

of similar absorbing material. The dose distribution may be represented 

as a series of Utodose surfaces, examples of which are given in Figs. 9 and 

18. Although in principle almost any method of dose me·asurement can be 

used for obtaining isodose surfaces, the choice of technique is ustta.lly deter

mined by the conditions of each experiment. Several n1.ethods are discussed 

in the following sections. 

Another important factor that mu.st be known in.biologica.l studies ia 

the rate of energy loss of the particles or their lineal energy transfer (LET), 

,. 
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since the same dose delivered by particles with different LET values can 

produce quantitatively and qualitati·vely diff~rent effects (92). U possible, 

the distribution of LET values at each point in the sample should. also be 

known. 
A final factor that should be considered is the microscopic distri

bution of ionization along the tracks of individual particles. In particular, 

two particles of different charge and velocity may have the same LET, but 

the radial spread of ionization produced by their 6-rays is greater for the 

particle with higher velocity and higher charge. This factor may have bio

logic::cJ. significance, especially for particles of very high charge nw:nber (64). 

A. Ionization Chambers 

The instrument most often used to measure dose with high-energy 

beams ie a.n ionization chamber with plane parallel ele~trode.$ •. Ionization 

chambers have the advantage that a relatively large current is produced ~:Pile 

only a small amount of beam energy is absorbed. 

1. Types of Ionization Chambers 

An ionization chamber in which the colleeting field is parallel to the 

direction of the beam is shown in Fig. 1 o. This type of ic:mization eh.a.t;nber 

is convenient i:n size, and the collection volume may be limited to the central 

part of the beam by making, the collection electrode smaller than the beam 

area. When a sufficiently large guard electrode surrounds the collection 

electrode, the electric field is uniform and. parallel. The collection volume, 

which must be known for the dose calculation, is then defined by the area of 

the cpllection electrode and the depth of the chamber. 'I'ue electrodes may 

be thin m~tal foil, or plastic that is coated with an electrically condu.eting 

film, such as DuPont silver paint. 

An ionization chamber in which the collection field. is perpendicular 

to the direction of the beam is shown in Fig. 11. This configuJT-.tion redu.ces 

columnar recombination (described later in this section). It also plaees a 

minimum of absorbing material in the path of. the beam. It hae the disadvan• 

tage that the beam mu.st be collimated into an area smaller than the dimen· 

sions of the ionization chamber in order for the chatnoor to present a uni

form absorbing thickness to the beam. In this case the effective collection 

volume of the chamber is determined by the cross-sectional area of the beam. 

An accurate dose calculation is then dWicult because of scattering and beam 

divergence. 
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Since nuclear-particle bea.tns from accelerators fluctuate in inten ... 

sity, the current from the ionization chamber is usually integrated in order 

to d.etermine the total dose delivered. A typical a.rrangement for integrating 

small currents is shown in Fig. 1a-. The charge Uberated in the ionization 

chamber .is int~grated ~.Y the condenser c. and the potential Vc:· across the 
condenser is measured with the ~d of a vacuum-tube electrometer. It is 

advantageous to use an electrometer with nearly l001o inverse feedback, so 

that the collection electrode is always h.eld effectively at grotmd potential. 

This reduces the collection of stray ~on.s from regions of the chamber out• 

side the intended sensitive volu:me and reduces leakage of charge from the 

coUec:tor to ground. It also redu.ces the ef£ective magnitude of ionh:ation

chamber and cable capacity by the feedback factor. 

z. Dose Calculation 

If the charge Q ~in coulomb&) is collected from an ionization cham

ber located at the point P, the dose 0 in ra.ds to the target a.t that point is 

• (33) 

liere V is the collection volume of the ionization chamber in em 3 • p is the 

density '> in g per cm3 of the ionization chamber gas at the ambient temper .. 

ature and pressure, W is the energy in ev per ion pair for the gas, and Sm 

is the relative mass stopping power of the target material compared with the 
5 gas. The factor 10 comes from conversion of the units o£ measurement, 

that is, charge per ion pair to coulombs, and ev per g to rads. 
bv an iofization chaml;>er In many applicatiCins the dose must be measurec . ,_ · , .! tnat 1s , 

! . 

displaced from the target, f~r example when the target is an organ deep.' '1.·· 

within the body and the ionization cha.mber is at the surface. ~he dose re• 

eeived by the target differs from the dose measured at the surface because ,. 
of dive:r.gence of the bea.m, scattering by inter·vening material. and the Bragg 

ionization effect. Then the dose Dp delivere4 to the target at P ca.t.t be cal

culated from the charge QM collected from an ionization chamber located at 

point M near the surface of the subject. by the relation ' 

• (34) 
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of these constants as known at the present time are probably accurate within 

a few per cent. It should be pointed out. however, ~:bat small amounts of 

impurities in the gas may cause the value of W to be lower than the value 

obtained if the gas is of high ptlrity. (See Section U·C) SomE! gases are 

wor~e than others in this respect. For this reason, and to minimise r~ .. 

combination errors discussed below, dry nitrogen appears to be particularly 

suitable a.e an ionization-chamber gas for dosimetry measu.rements. 

Other sources of error include the contribution to ionization by sec· 

ondary particles, di!ficulty in determining the sensitive volume of the iomza .. 

tion chamber, and the recombination of positive and negative ions in the ga.e •. 
' 

Secondary particles include low-energy electron recoils or delta rays knoc~e9-
' out of the walls of the ionization chamber, and nuclear fragments produced 

in inelastic collisions. Calculations indicate that the contributions from 

secondaries are less than Z'Yo in tb.in .. wa.lled ionization chambers. This sit.-' 

uation is the opposite of that with x-rays, where the ionization is pred.omi ... 

nantly produced by secondary electrons from the surrounding material •• 

Tobias and Anger showed by two independent tests that the wall effects arc 

small for 190-Mev deuterons (77). First, the ionization prodtlced in the 

chamber did not change appreciably when the wall material was changed from 

low Z to high z. The materials u~ed included graphite-coated polystyrene,· 

and aluminum, copper, and lead. Second, within the experimental error, 

(:t 1 7o) the current produced in the plane parallel c:hamber was proportional 

to the distance between the high-voltage and collection electrodes. 

Another source of error is uncertainty in the sensitive volume of, 

the ionization chamber due to distortion of the collection field by neighboring 

ground planes. This source of error can be minimized by making the guard 

electrode as large as possible. An additional error may be introduced if the 

electrodes are thin £oils that are deformed by the electric .fielct. In thi.s case 

the sensitive volume may vary with the collection voltage, owing to bending 

of the foils. Another source oi error arises from ione collected on the back 

of the collection electrode. This error is eliminated if a double chamber is 

constructed with the collection electrode placed between two high-voltage 

foils. 

One of the most serious errors in ionization~r.cha.znber measurements 

results from the recombination of positive and negative ions before they mi

grate to the high-voltage and collection electrod,es. (See Chapter 4, Section 
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II-B.) The effects of recombination may be observed by plotting a saturation 

curve of the ionization current for a given beam intensity as a function of the ~~:,; 

collection voltage. At voltages sufficiently high to coUect.nearly all the ions '-;;.,, 

produced, the curve reaches a plateau. In general, the rate of recombination. • 

of ions is proportional to the density of l.ons of both signs. If n+ and n are 

the' numbers of positive and negative ions per cm3, 

(37) 

where o. ie the coefficient of recombination (SO). In practice the problem is 

complicated because the ions may be formed in dense tracks, the beam may 

be pulsed, and space charge may modify the electric field. The amount of 

recombination is reduced by a:JJ~.£.::~~H~7 i:i the negative charge carriers 

are electrons instead of ions, since the di-ift velocity of electrons is about 

103 times as high as that of ions, and their coefficient of recombination ie 

about 104 times as small. The negative carriers will be electrons unless 

they combine with neutral atoms to form negative ions. Hence the best gases 

for ionization chambers are those with negligible electron attachment, namely 

the noble gases, hydrogen, nitrogen, co,· and co2 • Gases and vapors with 

a high coefficient of electron attachment--such as oxygen, water vapor, ace

tone, carbon tetrachloride, and the halogens--should be avoided (35, 87). 

Even small amounts of these gases present as impu.rities result in the form

ation of negative ions. 

For heavy particles the two main types of recombination are columnar 

or initial recombination, which occurs within individu.a.l tracks and depeJ1,ds on 

the specific ionization of the particles, and volume or general recombination, 

which occurs throughout the volume of the chamber ~d hence depends on the 

average dose rate. ~"or very densely ionizing particles auch as carbon n~

clei, fission fragments, or alpha particles near the end of their range, the 

main type of recombination is columnar. When both positive and negative 

charge carriers are heavy ions the fractional columnar recombination can 

be calculated from Ja££e's theory (40). (See Chapter 4, Section U-B-6).· 

Vlhen the negative carriers are electrons·, however, they diffuse out o£ the 

tracks rapidly, and this type of recombination is usually negligible. 

After the charge carriers have diffused out of their original ccm

figuratiotl, they are still subject to volume recombination until they are 
I I 
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collected. Since for a constant collecti~n voltage the density of positive an' 
negative charges in the chamber is roughly proportional to the rate .Gf J.on.iza• · 

tion of the gas, Eq. 37 ~shows that the. amount lOf r·ecombinatian increases witb·. 

the sqllare of the dose rate. Hence as the dose :tate is 1ncre.a.se4. higher 

coll~ction voltages are necessary to reach the platea\1 of the satu.ra.tlon curve.· 

and at very high dose rates the curve may show a:n appreciable slope in the 

entire range o.i practicable voltages. 

The problem of recombination is pa.&-ticularly diUicult with pulsed 

beams like those from synchrocyclobl'ons and linear a.ccil)16r41tors, where 

the instantaneous dose rate may be a mUUon times the -.verase dose rate. 

V olta.ge saturation curves in air and nitrogen obtained with l9Wi.Mev deuterons. 

from the Berkeley synchrocydotron are ahoWil in Fig. ll.. The cuves were 

obtained by taking the ratio of charge collected from the ionization chamber 

to charge collected. on ... a. .Faraday eup, whose effiCiency doea not depend on 

dose rate. (See next section.) At the relatively low a.ve~a.ge dose rate of 

1000 rad per minute, the saturation curve has a slope that approaches zero 

at the highest voltages. The curves in Fig. 13 we~e plotted with the assump

tion that 1001'o collection was obtained~ this low dose rate at the highest 

collection voltage. Then it is apparent that only 90-% of the ions formed were 

collected at 5000 volts and an average dose rate of 7000 rad per min\lte., 

With this type of comparison ~,correction for recombination can be obtained 

for an ionization chamber that is not operated Wlder saturation conditions • 
.. 

In this case it is necessary to calibrate the ionization chamber at various 

dose rates against an instrument whose response is proportional to dose 

rate.. Activation dosimetry (Section IU·D) as well as a Faraday cup can be 

used[£or this purpose. Data obtained in. this way a.re shown in Fig. 14, 

~here the error due to J"ecombination at a constant collecti~a voltage is shown 

as a function of the dose rate. (4, 63) 

A theoretical discussion of recombination for both continuous (16) 

and pulsed beams (14. 15) is given in Chapter 4. The experimental sa.tu.l-a• 

tion curves that have been obtained with heavy-particle beams (77, 11) do not .. 
fit the theories very closely, but qualitative agreement confirms the conclu

sion that for the same electric field a higher fraction of charge is collected 

for a. smaller electrode spacing. Thus the requirements of both saturation 

and uniform electric field favor chambers with a small electrode spacing. 

' 

J 
1 
J 
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B. Faraday CUfs 

A Faraday cup consists of a metal absorbing block, which is suffi- · 

cienUy thick to stop the beam, supported on insulator·s inside an evacuated 

chamber. The charge of the beam is transferred to the abosrbing block. 

and the number of particles in the beam can be calculated from the charge 

collected. In radiochemical . . ::;·." ;_ applications (31, 83). where 

the entire energy of the particles is expel).d.ed in the target, the target itself 

may form the Faraday cup. In general, however, the Faraday cup must be 

placed behind the target, and the dose crJ.culati<»;t may be complicated by 

scattering. ln some cases--for instancel ~ studiee of moleewar stl"ueture 

(56)--the flux density of bombarding particles is the quantity to be deter

mined, but in applications where the energy transfer or dose ts to be deter

mined, the Faraday cup is not so convenient to use as an ionization chamber. 

Furthermore, low doses cannot be measured accurately by a Faraday cup 

because of the small charge collected. It j.s a very useful instru.ment, bow

ever, for determining the range and hence the energy of the particles in a. 

beam (Sections ll-F and II-G). Since its efficiency does not vary with beam 

intensity, it can be used to calibrate an ionization chamber ·at high doee rates, 

where the response of the ionization chamber may become nonlinear (Section 

lll-A-3). 

1. Construction of a Faraday Cup 

Depending on the energy of the beam to be n\e'~eured, the beam .. 

absorbing element may be a relatively thin metal plate,_ or it may be a thick 

block. A typical Faraday Cup is shown in Fig. 15. The coPI>er or brass 

block that stops the beam is supported on blocks of tenon insOlating material. 

A vacuum is maintained around the block by a suitable pu.mp. A thin window · 

is provided in the housing to permit the beam to enter the Faraday cup even 

when the beam energy has been reduced to a low value by passing through 

absorbing material. The current obtained from a high-energy proton beam 

which delivers 1000 rad per minute is on the order of 10"' 11 ampere per cm2 • 

This current can be integrated and measured with a condenser and electrom

eter such as the type shown in Fig. 12 ... 
I 

; I 

2. Calculation of Dose and Relat~d ~uantities 

If the beam current IF in amperes is collected on a Faraday cup. 

the flux F of particles per sec is given by the relation 

.. 
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I 1019 
F = -z ....... 1."""6..,.0!'11'z- • (40) 

where 10 ze/c is the charge on each particle in coulombs. Here z is the 

atomic nwnber of the particle, e ia the charge of the electron in electr~-
' 

static units, and c is the ·;velocity of light in em/sec. The~-.~.;,-:,~ n.umber n 

of particles collected on the cup in time t is related to the ··"'" ~,~.charge QF 

in coulombs collected on the cu.p by 

t 
. { QFc 
n = Fdt = lO 

0 
ze 

Q 1019 
= F 

z I. 602 • (41} 

In radiochemical applications, where the target itself .forms the .Faraday 

cup and the entire energy E
0 

(in Mev) of the particles is expended in the 

target, the total energy transfer U or integral dose in Mev is just nE
0

, or 

Q E 1019 
U _ F o 

- z 1. &oz • (4Z) 
/ 
I 

Often the quantity of interest is not the 1 •• ,, i. flux F of particlee/sec, ,·, '1 '' 
2 . 

but the flux density f in particles/em •sec. It is this quantity that is r.elated . 

to the dose. To determine the flux density at any point from the total flux it 

is necessary to know the profile of the bea.m, since the beam is seldom of 

uniform intensity over its entire area. 

1£ iF. is the current density in amp~res/cm2 collected on the Faraday-~ 
~ f 

cup, iF = -Ta- , and 

i to19 

f - F. ----r-- 1. 6bZ (43) 

The 2 dn . density of particles per em ~ is then the flux density inte-

grated over time t , and 

t 1019 

t :: f fdt ::: : 1.602 • (44) 
0 

where qF is the charge density collected on the cup in coulombs/em 2• If D 

is the dose in rads, 
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Here rr m is the mass stopping power, of the target material in Mev g -l cmz 

for the beam particles at the energy they have when passing through the tar

get (see Fig. 1). The factor of 1011 comes f.rom conversion of wnts, namely 

the charge per proton from electrostatic units to coulombs and Mev/g to rada. 

From Eq. 6, am, z' the mass stopp~ng power for a p&J"ticle of char~e nwnber 

z, ia related to um p for a proton~ the gpe. veloelty by a = z u • , . m, z m,p 
-Therefore, Eq. 45 can be rewritten as 

11 
D = qF z a • 10 m,p, (46) 

The dose r~te ~~ in ra.da/eec can be foWld by substlt11t1ng the bean1 

. current density iF in amperes/cmz for the charge den8ity qF collected on the 

Faraday cu.p, and 

ft =iF u • lOll:: iFza • uJl (47) z m, z · IXl• p • 

'11 By comparing the cha.rge QF col~ected on the Faraday cup with the charge 

o1 collected in an ionization chamber that is el!nsidve over the entire ~ea 

of the beam, ou.e can obtain directly the specific ionization p (in ion paira 

per em) for the particular beam used and for the particular gas in the ioniza .. 

tion chamber. If n is the number of particles that pass through the ioniza• . , 

tion chamber with elect1"ode spacing d em, we have 

0
1 

= n d p ~ ~ 10 • n d p 1. 60Z • 10-l9 (48) .,,. 

where the factor ~ • 10 is the charge per ion pair in coulombs •. U the o~e. 
number· of particles n is collectecl in the Faraday cup, Eqa. 41 and 48 pve 

(49) 

Simultaneous measuremertto of 0 1 a.nd QF provide a means of deter .. 

mining W • the energy per ion pair formed in the ionization-chamber gas, in 

case its va.ll.le is not exactly known (see Section U·C), or a means of deter

mining u m in case·.the energy of the particles is not known. Since the specific 

ionization pis related to the energy lose of the particle;~ • by 
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w?ere p g is the density of the gas, and u m is the mass stopping power of the 

gas, Eq. 49 can be rewritten as 

(51) 

Hence a measurement of the ratio a1/aF gives the ratio 0' m/W. 1J. the stopping 

power of the incident particles is kno.wn, the value of W for the particular beam 

used a.nd for the particular gas in the ionization chamber can be determined 

from this ratio. (See Sections II-A and ll-B for curves of the stopping power 

as a function of proton energy.) In case the stopping power of the beam is not 

known, on~ can use the measured ratio o1/QF with a given value of W to deter

mine the stopping power of the ionization-chamber gas. (See. Section ll·C for a 

discussion of the measured values of W. ) 

The quantity important in biological measurements is the stopping power 

(LET) of tissue rather than the stopping power of the gas. The mass stopping 

power of tissue can be obtained by multiplying the mass .stopph;g power of the 
~"" 

gas by the relative mass stopping power of the two materials (Section ll·B). As 

an example of the magnitude of quantities involved., the ratio o1/QF is approx

imately 140 for 300-Mev protons passing through a 1/Z-inch ionization chamber 

filled wHh nitrogen. 

3. Sources of Error 

Various experimental er:ors may occur in Faraday-cup measure

ments. The following precautions should be taken in order to minimize these 

errors (1, Zl). 

a. The absorbing block must not only be long enough to stop the 

primary beam, but it must also stop charged secondaries that may be produced 

in nuclear interactions. 

b. The block must be wider than the diameter of the beam so that 

particles are not scattered out of the sides of the block. As the range oi the . 

particles increases, the lateral spread~ the beam from scattering also in .. 

creases. For example, tests by Aamodt ~.t.!:!! ( l) showed that for 340-Mev 

protons the radius of the block should be at least 1-1/Z inches greater than 

the radius of the beam. 
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c. The distance between the. absorbing bloek and the window should 

be small to minimize the loss of particles scattered by the window. For the 

same reason external absorbers should be placed as close as possible to tlle 

Faraday cup. 

d. Secondary electrons emitted from any of the surfaces traversed 

by the beam should be prevented from entering or leaving the collection block. 

Both high- and low-energy secondaries may be produced. A magnetic field 

of approximately 100 gauss oriented perpendic\llar to the direction of the 

beam is .,, · : -~r~ sUfficient to cause low-energy secondary electrons to return 

t6 the surfaces from which they are emitted. A test for the effects of low

energy secondary electrons may be made by observing ~e current collected 

by the Faraday cup as a function of positive or negative voltage applied to, a 

wire screen or thin foil placed between the window and the collection block. 

A correction of several per cent may .6tiU have to be made for high .. energy 

electrons knocked out of the window~l). 

e. To prevent formation of ions in the residu.al gas surrounding the 

collection block the 
-4 ceed 10 mm Hg. 

pressure in .the vacuum chamber should not ex-

r £. Since the currents to be measured are small, the leakage resist-
1 ' 

ance of the Faraday cup and accompanying circuits should be correspondingly 

high. The insulators should not be exposed to the direct beam, since they may 

become conductors in the presence of radiation. 

C. Particle Counters 

For the measurement of low-intensity beams, individual particles 

may be counted with instruments such as ionization chambers, proportional 

counters, or scintillation counters. This method is particularly useful for 

determining the range and strayling, and hence the energy and energy di.stri-
.n:...,. t\'1.1 

bution, of the particles (Sectio~Il-G). Combined with ionization .. chamber 

measurements, counter measurements can be used to determine the rate of 

energy loss or LET of the particles. In most applications, however, counters 

cannot be used for direct dosimetry because of the very high counting rates 

obtained even from low-intensity beams. From the number of particles in 

the beam, the dose and related qu~ntities can be calculated by means of the 

equations in Section lll-B-2. 
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D. Activation Dosimetry 

High-velocity particles produce radioactive isotopes as a. result of 

their interaction• with atomic nuclei. The reeulting radioac:ti~ity may be 

used as an independent method of measuring dose, particularly to check on 

the accuracy of more readUy avaUable techniques and to give information about 

dose distributions. Since almost every element becomes radioactive when 

bombarded with high .. energy particles, a large number of variations of this 

technique are possible. 

1. The :.:.de'CriY.t. curve 

The constituents of soft tissue are principally hydrosen ( 10%), carbon 

( 12%), oxygen (73%), and nitrogen (4%) (47). lnapection of the tables of radio

active isotopes (36) indicates that the highest activitiea that wUl be observed 

in tissue a few minutes after exposure are those of c 11 (lO. 5-mln half life), 

N 13 (10-min hal£ life), and o 15 (2-min half life). These isotopes all emit 

low-energy positron1, which are stopped by a few millimeter• of aluminum, 

and the resulting annihilation gamma rays can be counted conveniently in a 

scintillation counter (l). A typical tissue-activation curve produced by 190 .. 

Mev deuterons is shown in Fig. 16. The final slope of the curve agrees closely 

with the lO. 5 -min half life of C 11 , whUe the contributions £.rom N 13 and 0 ~~ '' ' 

are evident in the initial part of the c\ln'e. For many measurements it is, 

more convenient to activate pieces of polyethylene (CH,) or polyatyrene.. ,, 
. ~ n u.· 

(CH)n' stnce the cm.ly appreciable activity iaduced in them is that of C ·pd 

the decay curve is a single exponential curve. 

2. Dose calculations 

Depending on the geometry used dUl"ing exposure, activation dosimetry 

' can be used to determine the total flux F of particles/sec in the beam or it 
,' . 2 

can be used to determine the flux density£ (particles/em -sec) over a small 

area. For measuring the total flux F the sample must extend over the entire 
t' . 

area of the beam, but when the flux density tis to be determined the sample 

should intercept only a small fraction of the beam. We shall consider the 

second case, but the basic relationships are almUar in the two cases. 

U 1a. atoms of an element· with nuclear cross section u 
11 

cm2 are 

irradiated by a constant flux density of f particles/cm2 ·a.ec, and the decay 

constant of the radioactive produce i~ X. sec-l (X.~ 0.693!~/T 1 ;2 • where Tl/Z 

is the half life), the rate of formation of radioactive atoms from a single 

reaction followf'differential equation, 
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~=fa 'n_" , a.t n 'l ll (52) 

where n is the number .of radioactive atoms at any time t during bombard

ment. The total activity induced depends on both the intensity and the du:r-. 
ation o£ exposure. After the end of bombardment the disintegration rate R . 
is governed by the usual law of radioactive decay, 

(53) 

From Eqs. 52 and 53, the number R of disintegrations per sec at any time 

t after the end of bombardment is 

(54) 

where T is the duration of the bombardment in seconds. By use of the ap

proximation, 

(SS) .. 
Eq. 54 can be simplified to the form 

(56) 

or 

(57) 

The dose 0 in rads (see Eqs. 44 and 45) can then be calculated from the 

equation 

6 -8 D == 1. 02·10 a f.,., 
m 

(58) 

where 0' m is the mass stopping power, of the sample in Mev gm- 1 em 2, to 

be distinguished from the nuclear cross section an~ The term f.,. is usually 

evaluated by extrapolating the 20. 5-minute half-life portion of the dieintegra-
- .,. 

tion curve back to the middle of bombardment time when t : - z . 
To obtain the dose from activation measurements, one must know 

~ 

the nuclear cross section a for each transmutation that can produce a parn 
ticular radioactive isotope. Since croaa-aection measurements are usually 



made for elements in their naturally oceuring isotopic ab\Ulda.nce, the sum-

mation over 0' n~need only be made over all contributing elements. ·:The .' · 

number of atoms 1i of one element ln the sample is given by '! · 

,. (59) 

where N 
0 

is Avogadro 1 e number. "'-"l is the rna.ss· of the satripl.e., U,: is :the .per

cent .. by w.eigllt;of the .element:.being conside.red.t :and•~ is. the,atQmi'e~weig'lit of 

:the ele:meut: .. ;'.:: :-;t-1...:.'" 2 •. Figure 17 shows the erose sectionff determined 
11 

by Crandall et al. (Zl) for the formation of C ae a fu.nctlon of the energy -- . 

of protons and deuterons incident on carbon. As an example of the magni

tude of activities obtained wi~ 300-Mev protons, a dose of 1000 rad/min 

ia delivered to tissue by a flux density of 1. 75· 10
10 protons/crn

2 
·min.· 

This corresponds to a beam.•current density (Eq. 47) of 4. 68• 10
11 

amp/cm2
• 

The activation of carbon fo~ one min~te with this nux density peoduces C 
11 

with an initial activity of 1070 diaintegrations/min per mg of carbon .irradiated. 

3. Applications 

In practice it is difficult to make an acc:urate absolute determination 

of beam-flux density from measurements of induced radioactivity. First, the 

efficiency of the counter for the particular sample mut be known in order 

to obtain the absolute dieintegra~ion rate of the sample, and any determination 

is subject to the uaual errors in sample counting. Second, an initially mono

energetic beam wUl contain neutrons and low-energy scattered protons after 

paasing through absorbing material. These secondary particles may make 

a substantial contribution to the induced activity, especially when the cross 

section rises with decreasing energy as with protons incident on carbon (Fig. 17). 

Third, the determination depends on the accuracy with which the cross section 

is known. 

Activation dosimetry is most useful as a check on other 'methods of 

dose measurement and for determining the beam profUe. U two sa~ples of 

masses11fU and 'Wiz are irradiated for the same length of time at constant 

particle~ flux densities f 1 and £2 , the ratio of the two disintegration rates R. 1 
and R 2 is. from Eq. 54, 

(60) 

'· 
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where the samples arc counted at times t 1 and t 2 respectively. Hence, by 

exposing a mosaic of emall pieces of material and counting them with a co~nter 

of fixed (but not necessal'ily known) efficiency, a map o£ relative beam flux 

density can be obtained. 

Activation doHimetry is a convenient metho~ £or checking the cali• · 

· b~ation of an ionization chamber as a function of dose rate. A typical determi-
. ( 

nation of saturatien error in an ionita.tion chamber is .shown in Fig. 14, where·· 

both ac~ivation and Faraday•cup detenninationl'J are plotte<l {fJ3). 

When partial-body irradiation of animals is performed, the .activity 

in~uced in a tissue sample can gi~ a. direct measure of the correc~ions that 

must 'be applied to th.e dose measurement •. Ca.re must be taken, however, since · 

activity induced in vivo in tissue can be transpGr~ed by the exchange of water· . .._....,__.... . . 
and C02 • This.:effe~f ~s propably small. In irradiation o£ the pituit~ry gland 

1·· '-

o.f rats wi.th 190-M~v deuterons, Tobia.a et al. (75) cornpa.redthe activity induced 
- _........, 

in _the pituitaries _,of sacrificed _animals when the entire. head was irt"adiated with 

that induced by a narrow beam aligned with the center of the gland. They found 

that the d0~e received by the gland from the narrow beam ·was approxirnatefy .· · 

tW.o~tbirds of that received when the whole head was irradiated. 'l'he d.ifference 

·was attributed to d~v~rgeuce of' t~e beam, t~ scatte~ing;·, and 'to imperfee·t .. align• . . . . 

ment of the pituitary gland witlJ. the beam. '· ~ 

.. 

The principles of photographic £1Jm dosimet;y have· been reviewed 

by: Dudley in Chapter 7. !'or prt:>ton energieiil above 10 Mev, ph;~tographic 
fil.m forms a convenient ir.~.strum;e.nt for doee measu~'rement, and it has ·distinct ' . . . . 

advantages in some applications. For low-energy particles, whose range· 

is net much greater than the thickness of the emulsion,, photographic i:!osimEltl'y 

requires tedious analysis of indiyidual trac:ks in special nuclear track emul .. · 

sions, and the .method is limited to .special appHcaticme such as n:easuring · 

particle fluxes over areas of only a few squaT-e micr<;>ns (~0). 

Tochilin-_!! al (7&) measur~d the reepon·ae of seye:r';u diffe:rent .films 

to beams· of protons" deuterons., and alpha particle~ ,rangit~,g in ·e'Q.ergy. from · .. ·, 

0 to 380 Mev. They found, that the optical density produced in Kodak N'f~ 

emulsion was roughly prop0rtional to the dose or energy transfer, wh!:rf-~s · 

the den~dtiee produced in Eaetman Translite an.d Type $302 are mol'e n.,Hy:'·, 
. :; ·l· 1, 

proportional to particle flux density. Different films also show a la.1"g~ ' J • 

' 
variation in absolute sensitivity. ' !.· 

' 
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There are many factors that influence the response of a film aa a 

function of exposure. Aside from the properties inherent in the particular 

emulsion used, the energy of the incident particles, the conditions under which 
) 

the film is processed, the length of time between exposure and processing, 

the thickness of the emulsion, and the type of densitometer used to read the 

film all affect the over-all sensitivity. Therefore it is essential that the 

film be calibrated under conditions identical with those used for the experi

mental determinations. For calibration purpose a a aerie a of known. exposure• 

should be made over the entire range of doses used. These exposures can 

be monitored by other instruments, such an an ionization chamber or a Faraday 

cup. The beam uaed for calibrating the fUm--in particular, the energy dis

tribution--should be as nearly as possible id~ntical with the beam used in the 

unknown exposures. · Furthermore, the calibration fUm should be' from the 

same en1ulsion batch and should be processe• with the other fUms. ,Finally, 

all the films should be scanned with the aame photoelectri<: densitometer. 

By use of the curve of percent tranamiaaion or optical d.enaity as a function 

of exposure that ie obtained from the calibration film, the dose at any point 

in the other films can be d•termined with good accuracy. For a further dis

cussion of sources of error and care in technique, the reader ia referred to 

Chapter 7, Section II-A. 

Probably the most important application of fUm cloeimetry He• in 

the mapping of complicated radiation lields. The photographic technique has 

thel adv~tagee that a series of fUms can be inserted into a tisauelike phantom 

without distorting the radiation field appreciably. and that excellent resolution 

can be obtained by using a small scanning aperture in the densitometer.· 

There is the additional advantage tb.at a. large amount of ix)fdi~mation·· can be 

obtained with a relatively short beam exposure. The method is especially 

valuable in rotation therapy (33), where the radiation field continually changes 

as the target is rotated. Figure 18 shows isodose curves obtained by Welch (85) 

for irradiation o£ the human pituitary with '340-Mev protons (76). The meas

urements were made on a series o! Eastman Kodak Super panchro-prese 

films exposed between thin sheets o! black bakelite and held in a lucite phantom 

that represented the patient' a head. The phantom was aligned in the beam and 

rotated± 30° about a horizontal axis during exposure. Nine exposures were 

superimposed, each one taken at a different orientation of the phantom about 

a vertical axis. In this way the film exposure corresponded to the complete 

treatment schedule of the patient.. Deaslties measured on the films were 
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converted to dose by comparison with calibration expoaure6 made on another 

film without rotation. It,··, , ·, ·' , ·.,. . ..::c("': . :~ ... . ·' · • , .. 

F . Crystal Detectors 

Various semiconducting crystals are known to change their electrical 

conductivity when exposed to ionbing _radiations (30, 81). W'elch and Tobias 

have used this property in CdS crystals to measure the dose distribution within 

a narrow beam of 190-Mev deuterons (75, 86). They obtained direct currents 

of several microamps from a crystal less than 1 mm3 in volume. DifficUlties 
' 

were encountered., however, because the crystals responded -with a time lag 

of several minutes, and their sensitivity depended on previous exposure to 

radiation. The work of Jacobs with pulsed x-ray~ beams (39) indicates tp.a.t 

these difficulties may be overcome in the future by measu.l"i.ng tho alternating

current component produced in the crystals by pulsed beama • 
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IV. Applications 

Several applications of heavy-particle beams in.radiological and 

radiobiological research are listed below. 

A. Radiation Physics and Chemistry ·of Solld, Liquid, and Gaseous Systema 

Heavy particles are of interest in this field beca\lse the changes pro

duced by them are often quantitatively and qualitatively different from those 

produced by x.rays, y .. rays, or electrons. The deco:mposition of water has 

been st\ldied by Toulis using protons, deuterons, and alpha. particles (79, 80), 

while Garrison and as$ociates have used heavy particles to study radiation

induced synthesis and decomposition of simple organic molecules in aqueous 

systems (31 ). In this work the beam was allowed to stop in an aqueous sample 

after penetrating a thin glass window, and the vessel containing the sample 

was used as a Faraday cup",(ft3). 

Heavy particles are important in' studying radiation damage to solids. 

Yockey et al. devefoped a refrigerated target assembly .for such studies (89). --!-:!-_~~ ... ' _.- :-·~!_:.J·tl ·-·<; ~ .. · \:l:-) :.~l::o ~...-J?~~r.~ l]fed f.:):"' i 11i ro~J11cin~ .. : l::t·~t.ir~~ ~~-~r:n~.-~!\::r:-~t:c~nt) inf~o 

s~~·,·:.t:on··l~J.et~ing \.:;·,yst~.1[; (~.~5) ·o B. Molecular Biophysics 

Pollard and the Yale University Biophysics group have pioneered in 

adapting cyclotron-accelerated particles to biophysical studies of large 

molecules (56, 57, 29, 38, 66). Following the early observations and theodes 

by D~uer, Svedberg. and oth~rs (51) they ha~e developed methods for 

measuring the cross section and shape of certain biologically acUve mole

cules such as enzymes and phage particles in a dehydrated state. In some 

instances the estimation of the "cross sectionr of biologically active prosthetic 

groups has proven feasible and the method may be adapted to measuring the : 
• 

thickness of molecular layers. In each of these measurements the partic~e& · 

impinge on a target which is part of the absorbing block of a F~ad,ay cup. 

The depth of penetration of the beam is controlled by the use of absorbers. 

C. Studies of Bioloaical Effectiveness 

• 
For many years it has been known that heavy particles often 'xhibit 

greater effectiveness in some of their biological actions than light ones (92). 

Complete evaluation of these effects, and determination of the Relative 

Biological Effectiveness (RBE) as a: function of Lineal Energy Tra.nsier (LET). 

is not only practically important but has aided in the determination oi the site 
' 
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of action 0£ radiations in the living cell. Successful theories o£ the biological 

action of radiation must account for the dependence of RBE on LET. Micro

organisnlS and tissue membranes (e. g. cornea) are particularly well suited 

to studies where a relatively· uniform and high LET is required throughout 

the sample {91, 6lp 62, 56., 82, 32, 23 ). This type Gf sample is usually ir

radiated in air, and ionization chambers are '+Sed for dosimetry. 

The presence of very heavily ionizing nuclei i11 primary cosmic radia

tion raises the problem of their biologi-cal action in connection with pos*'ible 

. space flight. Studies with particle accelerators may yield. practical knowledge 

in this connection ( 10, 73 ). 

D. Microirradia.tion St'Q.dies 

. Zirkle and Bloom have demonstrated the feasibility of irradiating . . 
very small regions within individual c.ells with protons (ljO). Th~ proton 

beam is obtained from a 2-Mev Van de Craaff machine by collimation with 

specia:Uy made ~icroa.p.tu•tures. In order to measure the dose it is necessary. 

to. count with a Geigert-Muller or ~roportional counter the individual particles 

that pass .through the .aperture. Since scattering oecu:rs at the edges o£ the 

aperture, the actual distribution of parti<:le traJectories is measured by ex..; 

posing a nuclear track plate to the microheam and counting individual proton 

tracks. In the relatively short period since rnicrobeams of proton,s and 

ulttaviolet rays have been available, many intere!::lting new facts have been 

learned with regard to the physical mechanisms of cell division, particularly 

the nature of chremosome attachrt"le-p,ts and the role of the spindle in division,. 

and new radiation-induced cellular abnormalities have been observed. 

E. Phys.iplogical Studies with Localized Radiation+ 

ln 1946 Wilson ( 88) suggested that protons in the 100-Mev region could 

be used to produce lesions in definite volume elements o£ animal tissue" The 

great penetration. definite range, and relatively small scattering of high ... 

energy.protons make these particles more suitable for 1-oc.alized irrad.iation 

studies than :many other available radiations. Taking advantage of the Bragg 

ionization peak and the rotational expos\ll"e technique permits much greater 

depth dose than surface dose" t'his :method has been applied successfully to 

problems in animal radiobiology which require deep exa-ct localiz.ation o£ the 

radiation. Deep therapy of -a.nin1al tu.mors has been attempted (72), and a . 
study has oeen made of the site of cataract formation in rabbits by localizing 
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the beam in different parts of the lens of the rabbit eye (82). It has also been· 

possible to irradiate selectively the pituitary gland of at~imah and to produce 

states resembling s~rgiea.l hypophysectOtt}Y.{75). Small brain lesionstM>prox-. 

imat~ly 1 mm
3 

in volume have been proc.luced which may ~e helpiul.i.n the di£.~ 
ficult task ol: unraveling the physiolpgical £U.nctions of various loci of_.t~e central 

nervim.S:;s..y:stem (59). In studies of ·thi~ kind one should kn:~W the i&t;db'S.e~ ~urfaces . ::: 
.. . ' . ' . : . ··~ ... '~: · .. ·.,. ....~·~l:'~·"''~~~~~ .• : ... ~·.,.-:.r.-~~ 

in tL9s·:ue, and LET of the particle~, as well as the total, do··se delivered.; · . : · · . : 

In discussing the biological applications of heavy pai-ticles, one finds 

active work. in at least five diff.erent fi~lds of radiation btQlogy. , In e;ach of . 

these fields the use o£' h~avy particles iS leading to new reeu.lts and the· exteu ... . . . 

si<>n of knowledge. It is 'possible that heavy .. particle beams may ]lecome an 

accepted fQrm of radiation therapy within a few years. The d<lsimetry of 

heavy-particle beams is !Sufficiently well. establbhed so that so'rrH~ routine 

investigations can be carried out with relative ease~ 

to be investigated. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS • 
l ., 

Fig. 1. Theoretical carves for the mass stopping. power of protob:s ~ water 

(58), nitrogen (5}, aluminum (68), and argon (5), as a f~ction of proton 

energy. 

Fig. z.. The relative mass stopping pow~r o£ tissue compared with nitrogen as 

a function of proton energy. 

Fig. 3. The value of W for air, nitrogen, aud argon as a. li.Ulcthm o.f the energy 

of protons and <1 .. particles. (34, ~5) The valu,e of W plotted is instan

taneous, not integr~~d to the end Of the particle range. 

Fig. 4. 'fheoretical range -energy Cl.U"Ves for protons o£ 0 to 14 Mev in water 

(58), nitrogen (5),, alurnin\Un (68), &nd argon (5). 

Fig. 5. Theoretical range-energy curves for protons of 10 to ZOO Mev ln water, 

nitrogen, aluminwn, and argon. 

Fig. 6. Theoretical range-energy curves for _protons of 100 to 4000 Mev in 

water, nitrogen. aluminum, and argon. 

Fig. 7. Typical Bragg cu.rve·a.nd numbexo-distan.ce curve for 190-Mev deuterons 

in aluminum { 7 2). 

Fig. 8. Experimental arrangement for measuz:ing the Bragg curve. 

Fig. 9. Typical set of isodose su.r£acee for a 190-Mev deuteron beam of circular 

cross section stopped in lueite. The number on each curve gives the dose 

relative to the surface dose. 

Fig. 10. Perspective view o! a.n ionization chamber with electrostatic collection 

field parallel to the beam direction. The ionization chamber has been 

cut in hali. 
. 

Fig. 11. Perspective view of an ionization chamber with electrostatic collection 
' field perpendicular to the beam direction • 

Fig. lZ. Block diagram of ionization chamber, integrating electrometer and 

high voltage supply. . 

Fig. 13. Typical saturation curves for 190-Mev deuterons in air and (. nitrogen•, 

The beam was pulsed 68 times per second. Separation of the high voltage 

and collection electrodes was 1/2 inch. 

Fig. 14. Dependence of error on dose rate in a parallel-plate ionization cha:mber 

exposed to 190-Mev deuterons of 68 pulsem/ sec. and a.pproximc.tely 1 t~-sec 
m.tfogen 

pulse length. The ionization chamber containea,t ana used Z 000 volts 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS (CONT. ) 

collection voltage with 1/Z. inch sepa.ration of the electrodes. The deter-
• 

mination of error was made by comparing the ionization cw:;rent with 

the current measured by a Faraday cup and with the C 11 activity in

duced in 'p0lyethylene discs. 

Fig. 15. Perspective view of .:• .. F~a.day cup which is cut in half. 

Fig. 16. Typical decay curve for activity induced in tissue by 190-Mev' deuterons 
' . (courtesy of B. Lowenhaupt). Counter efficiency approximately ZOo/o. 

Fig. 17. Cross section for the formation of C 11 by protons and deuterons in

cident on carbon as a function of particle energy (21). 

Fig. 18. Isodose curves obtained for a horizontal beam of 340-Mev protons by 

photographic film dosimetry. The series of films was exposed in a 

lucite phantom that was rotated about a horozontal axis. Nine exposures, 

taken at different orientations of the phantom about a vertical axis, were 

superimposed • 
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